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DISCUSSION: The service center director denied the nonimniigrant visa petition. The matter isi 
now on appe(ll before the Administrative Appeals Office (AAp). The appeal will be dismissed. 
The petition will be denied. 

In the .Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker (Form I-129), the petitioner describes itself as a road 
construction fi~m with fifteen employees. To employ the be~eficiary in what it designates as a 
construction manager position, the .petit,ioner endeavors to clas~ify her as a nonimmigrant worker: 
in a specialty occupation pursuant to section 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) of the -Immigration and 
Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b). The directondenied the petition on the grounds 
that the petitioner failed to establish that the proffered position qualifies for classification as a 
specialty occupation . 

. The record of proceeding before the AAO contains: (,1) Form I-129 and supporting 
. documentation; (2) the director's request for evidence (RFE); r3) the petitioner's response to the: 
director's RFE; (4) the notice of decision; (5) the Form I-2901~ and supporting materials; (6) the 
AAO's RFE; and (7) the petitioner's response to the AAO's RRE. The AAO reviewed the record 
in its entirety before issuing its decision. , · 

The primary issue for consideration is whether the petitioner's proffered position qualifies as a. 
specialty occupation. To meet its burden of proof in thisregar<i, the petitioner must establish that 
the employment it is offering. to the beneficiary meets the following statutory and regulatory 
requirements: 

Section.214(i)(l) of the Act, 8 U.S.C.§ l1S4(i)(l), defines the .term ''specialty occupation" as an 
occupation that requires: · · · 

(A) . theoretical and practical application · ~f a body ~ of highly specialized knowledge, 
and · · .· 

(B) · . attainment of a bachelor's or higher degree . in the specific specialty (or its 
eq~ivalent) as a minimum for entry into the occ~pation in the United States. 

The reg~iation at 8 C.f.R __ § 214.2(h)(4)(ii) states, in perti~ent part, .the following: 

Specialty occ?':pation means an occupation which [(1)] requires theoretical and practical 
application of a body ·of highly specialized knowledge in fields of human endeavor 
including, but not limited to, architecture, engineering, mathematics, physical sciences, 
social sciences, medicine and health,. education; bus~n~ss specialties, accounting, law, 
theology, and the arts, and which [(2)] requires the attainment of a bachelor's degree or 

··higher , in a specific specialty, or its equivalent, as a mmtmum for entry into the 
. occupation in the United States . . 

Pursuant to 8 .C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A), to qualify as a :·specialty occupation, a proposed 
position must also ineet one of the following critei.-ia: 
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( 1) A baccalaureate or higher d~gree or its· equivalent 1s normally the mnumum 
requirement for entry into tbe particular pqsitio~; 

(2). The degree requirement is common to the inqustry in parallel positions among 
similar orgart~zations. or, in the alt~rnative, an employer may show that its 
particular position is so complex or unique that . it can be perform~d only by an. 
individual with a degree; 

. ( 3) The employer normally requires a degree or its ~qui valent forthe position; or 

( 4) ··The m1ture of the .specific duties [is] ·so specialized and complex that knowledge 
.. required to perform the duties is usually associated with the attainment of a~ 

baccalaureate or higher degree. 

As a threshold issue, it is noted ~hat 8 C.F.R. § 2J4.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) must logically be read together 
with section 214(i)(l) ofthe Ac.t and 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii) . . In other words, this regulatory 
language must be construed in .harmony with the thrust of tqe related provisions and with the 
statute as a whole. See K Mart Corp. v. Cartier, Inc., 486 U.S. 281, 291 (1988) (holding that 
construction of langua,ge which takes into account the design of the statute as a- whole is · 
·preferred); see also COITindependence Join't Venture v. Fed~ral Sav. and Loan Ins. Corp., 489 · 
U.S. 561 (1989); Matter of W-F-, 21 I&N D.ec. 503 (BIA 1996). As such, the criteria stated in~· 
C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) sh.ould logically be read as bdng necessary but not necessarily. 
sufficient" to meet the statut9ry and regulatory definition. of speCialty occupation. To otherwise 
interpret this· section as shting the necessary and sufficient coP,ditions for meeting the definition 

·of special;ty occupation wollld r~sult in particular positions meeting a condition under 8 C.F.R. § 
214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) but not the statutory or regulatory definition. See Defensor v. Meissner, 201 
F. 3d 384~ 387 (5th · CiL 2000). . To avoid this illogical : and absurd result, 8 C.F.R. § 
214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) must _therefore be read as stating additionaLrequirements that a position must 
meet, supplementing the statutory and regulatory definitions of specialty occupation. 

Consonant with section 2-14(i)(l:)of the Act and the regulation: at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii), U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigra,tion Services (USCIS) consistently i!lterprets the term "degree" in the. 
criteria at 8 C.F.R. § 2142(h)(4)(iii)(A)to mean. not just any baccalaureate or higher degree, but; 
one in a specific special~y that i~ directly' rela~ed to Hie proffer~d position. See Royal Siam Corp.: 
v. Chertoff, 484 f:'.3d.139, 147 (ist Cir. 2007) (de~cribing "a degree requirement in a specific 
specialty'-' as "one that· relates directly to the-duties and respon~ibilities of a particular position"). 
Applying .this standard, USCIS regularly approves H-lB petitipns for qualified aliens who are to · 
be employed as engineers, computer scientists, certified publ(G accountants, college professors, 
and other suchoccup.ations. These professions, for which petitioners have regularly been able to": 
establish ·a minimum entry requirement in the United States of a baccalaureate or higher degree · 
in a specific . specialty or its~ equivalent directly related to the; duties and responsibilities of the.
patticular position, fairly repres~nt the types of specialty occup'ations that Congress contemplated 
when it created the H-JB visa category:· 

· Counsel for the pefiti.oner subp1itted the f~llowing document~ with the Form 1-129: (1) a letter 
., . . \ 
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from counsel dated July 20, 2010; (2) a copy of a certified Labor Condition Application (LCA); 
(3) a copy of the U.S. Department of La.bor's (DOL) Occupational Outlook Handbook 
(hereinafter the Handbook) chapter on Construction Managers; (4) a translation of the 
benefidary's foreign diploma and transcript; 1 (5) an evaluatiqn by of the 
beneficiary's academic credentials dated December 18, 2009; {6) a translation of a "Work Book 
(Personal Employment History)" of the beneficiary;2 (7) a copy of a letter from 

dated March 25, :2010; (8) a copy of a letter _ dated April 6, 2010;' 
(9) ·the beneficiary's resume; and (10) a letter from the petitioner dated July 12, 2010. 

concludes in his evaluation that on the basis of the beneficiary's academic studies· 
and work experience, the beneficiary has attained the equivalent ofat least a "U.S. degree ot' 
Bachelor of Science ip Technical Management .... " 

In its letter; the petitioner states that it "builds roads, including asphalt and concrete roads, 
· sidewalks, curbs, driveways, ·handicap ramps, etc." and that it requires . an "experienced 
professional in the field of road construction to prepare estimates and calculate bids; to prepare 
documents and oversee projects:" · · · 

Counsel states the following: 

[The benefici~ry], in the offered pos1t1on of· Construction Manager, will be · 
responsible for quality control, materials testing and crew workload accounting. 
She will also prepare' estim<;ttes and calculate bids; prep~re documents and oversee 
projects. She will be in charge of supervising an entire project and schedule and 
coordinate c<?nstruction processes. 

Neither the petitioner nor its·counsel stated the petitioner's tnin:imum educational requirement for 
the proffered position. · 

. . . 

The director found the initial evidence insufficient to establisl_l eligibility for the benefit sought, 
and issued an RFE on Octob.er 20, 2010. The petitioner was ·asked to submit documentation w 
establish that a specialty occupation position exists for the beneficiary as well as evidence that 
the beneficiary is qualified for the proffered posi-tion~ The director outlined the spedfic evidence: 
to be submitted. · 

. . 
On December 6, 2010, in response to the director's RFE, the petitioner's counsel submitted the' 
following documents: (1) a letter from the petitioner dated November 23, 2010; (2) a copy of a 

_ _ _ -Bachelor of Arts diploma awarded to 
vice president of the petitioner; (3) copies of 2007 and 2008 Form 

.W-2 Wage and Tax Statements; (4) a copy of 

1 It is noted thatthe translation is accompanied by neither the· original diploma or transcript nor copies of 
them. 
2 

· It is noted that the translation is not accompanied by the original wo'rl( book (personal employment 
history) or a copy of it. 
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·awarding him the "qualification of Construction fechniciari" and accompanied by a translation;: 
(.5) an excerpt. of the. Handbook's chapter · on construCtion managers; (6) a copy o.f a job 
advertisemenfby for a principal project manager position; (7) a previously submitted 

· copy of a letter from (8) a copy of an ev~luation by 
of the beneficiary's academic credentials and work experience dated December 1, 2010; (9) a 
copy of an evaluation by of (a) the benefic~ary's academic credentials, (b) the 
beneficiary's work experience, and (c) the minimum educational requirements of the proffered: 
position, dated November 30, 201 0; ( 1 0) a letter from the Vice· President for Academic Affairs at 

stating that faculty 
have the authority to grant college lev~l credit for training mid experience ... " dated July 12, 
2004; and (11) a lettei' "To Whom It May Concern" from University Registrar of 

stating t?at faculty have the authority to 
grant college level credit for training and experience ... "dated September 27, 2010. 

In response to the director's RFE, the petitioner stated the following regarding the proffered 
. . . . . . I . 

position: · 
. . 

In order to continue to succeed in our highly comp~titive environment and to 
continue to grow, [the petitioner] needs Operations and Construction Manager. 
Construction Manager at [the petitioner] is respo~sible . for procuring bids 
documentation, bids: planning and estimate calculations, proposals preparations, 
quality control, materials testing and crew workload accounting. This position 
e~tails experience in th~ field of road construction,_ including preparation of 
. estimates and-bid calcuhltion; preparation of all the documentation and overseeing 
·projects. Construction 1Manager will supervise an enti(e project and schedule and 
coordinate constru.ction process, engineering mechanicS, geology and soil science, 
surveying, road construction materials, road construction planning and 
economics,. am"ong other things. 

. .. . 

The petitioner also stated that 10-15% of the construction manager's time is spent on the· 
following duties: 

[R]esearching the internet and co~stniction newspapers to identify any upcoming 
public bid offerings and evaluat[ingl which of thesC:potential projects In their 
scope are suitable for the profile and capabilities of [the petitioner]. 

According to the petitioner, 20-30% of the construction manager's tim'e is spent on the following 
duties: · 

[O]btain[ing] bid documentation from the engineering company in charge of that· 
project and .. . studying. the bid, analyzi-ng complicit¥ [sic] of the projects and 

. investigating physical worksite location for possible ge~logical -and environmental 
issues that can affect the volume of work and consequeNtly proposed price. 

The petitioner further states that 25-35% of the construction manager's tiine IS spent on; 
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"prepari'ng the bid" which involves the following duties: 

[C]alculating estimates for material cost, labor-hours, and expenses for hiring 
subcontractors, equipment rentals, preparing proposals and contacting 
subcontractors to obtain and secure their pricing on proposed work; contacting 
materials suppliers and services providers to obtain and secure their prices as 

\ ' - ' -
well. 

According to the -petitioner, "[u]pon winning the bid, begins next _ stage of the project -
preparation for the work and performing the job." The petitioner states that overseeing the 
project requires an average of 15-25% of the construction manager's time. The' petitioner does; 
not state its minimum educational requirement for the proffered position. 

. . . ; 

In his letter, counsel states that the proffered position "requires;'notonly experience in the field of 
road construction, but also ~ specialized knowledge of road ·construction process, engineering 
mechanics, geology and soil science, surveying, road construction materials, road construction1 

planning and economics related thereto.'~ Counsel also expH1ins that the vice president of the 
petitioner, a; holder of a bachelor's degree in f{nance, _ "wa~ in charge of financial 
aspect or'the bid preparations, utilizing his finance degree ... :" However, according to counsel, 

"is pursuing different endeavors and therefore cannot perform the duties previously 
assigned to him," thus, the petitioner "is willing to hire [the 'be11eficiary] . .. .'' Counsel also 

. . . 

quotes from the Handbook -and contends that "employers increasingly are hiring construction 
managers with a bachelor's degree in a construction-related field." Counsel also contends that 

· the beneficiary ''has the· equivalent of a bachelor's degree in the specific specialty required by the 
specialty occupation .... " 

The director d~nied the petition on April 14, 2011, -finding that the proffered position does not 
qualify as a specialty occupation. -

. 
On appeal, the petitioner's . counsel · contends that the director erred in determining that the: 
proffered · position does not -qualify . as a specialty occupatiod. Counsel also contends that the 
"occupation ofconstrudion manager is a very complex one." Counsel also states that the duties 
of the proffered· position "a,re so specialized and complex as,: to require a bachelor's degree in 
construction management," and thus, "the proposed posjtion is ·a specialty .occupation." 

( 

Counsel also submitted the following, inter alia, for the first tiJ;De with the petitiol1er's appeal: (1) 
a copy of the beneficiary's foreign diploma and transcript;. accompanied by the previously 
submitted translations; (2) · a _copy of a "WORK BOOK (P~RSONAL EMPLOYMENT 
HISTORY" of the beneficiary, ~ccompanied by the previously submitted translation; (3) a copy 
of a letter from dated August 6, 2009; (4) h job advertisement ' by-
for a Senior ·Construction Manager. position; (5) a job advertisement by for a: 
Construction Management position to oversee the Port of Paul1sboro constr~ction; and (6) a copy' 
ofAppendix A'lo the Preamble-Professional Recruitment Occupations -Education and Training' 

- Categories by O*NET :.___ SOC Occupation. -
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On November 5, 2012, the AAO sent an RFE to the petitioner. Specifically, the AAO noted the 
following: 

The Labor ·condition Application (LCA) filed with th~ Forin 1-129 i'ndicates that 
the prevailing wage for the occupational category of' Construction Managers -
SOC (ONET/OES) code 11-9021; for a Level I position, is $32.42 per hour. The 
prevailing wage source is listed as th~ Foreign Labor Certification Data Center 

·. . 3 ' ' ' ' . 
Online Wage Library. . .. 

. . 

A search of the LCA (Cas~ Number I~200-101S7-1496~H) in the U.S. Department 
of Labo~, Employment ~md Training Administration's . iCert Portal System · 
indicates .the LCA was submitted to DOL on July 6, 2010,4 and it was certified on 
July 12, 2010. The petitioner signed the LCA on July 16, 2010. However, a . 
se,arch of the Onlin~ Wage Library indicates that th~ prevailing wage for ·the 
occupational category of.''Constnlction Workers" for Middlesex County (Monroe 
Township, NJ) was $38.82 per hour, for a Level I position, at the time the petition 
was filed in this matter. 5 

· 

. . ' 

In the LCA, the petitioner stated that the beneficiary would be employed by the 
petitioner at an hourly wage of $35 per hour. Thus, th'e petitioner's offered wage 
to the beneficiary is below the prevailing wage, for ~ Level I position, for the 
occupational clas.sification in the area of iJ)tended employment. 

Thus, the·AAO requested that. the petitioner submit a "valid LCA With the correct, required wage: 
certified on or before July' '23, 2010, the date the instapt Fohn I-129 petition was filed in this' 
matter." :The ~AO aJso requested, inter alia, evidence that thepetitioner is incorporated or is 

' formed as a business entity otherthan a corporation. . ' 

On December 6, 2012, the petitioner, through counsel, respon,ded to the AAO's Rf<'E. Counsel
explained that the LCA was ·initially submitted to DOL on Ju~e 22, 2010; however, because of a 
delay in verifying the petitioner's FEIN, it was riot actually verified until July 6, 1010, and certified 
until July 12,2010. Thy petitioner also submitted, inter alia;: its State of New Jersey Business 
Registration Certificate.· 

To make its determination whether the proffered position qualJfies as a specialty occupation, the' 
AAO first turns to the criteha at 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(l) and (2): a baccalaureate or 
higher degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent is the normal · minimum requirement for 

3 . ' ' . ' . 
The Online Wage Library is accessible on the.·Intemet at http://www.flcdatacenter.com/. 

'· -. ' . . ' · ' 

4 The iCert Portal System is accessible on the.Intemet at http://icert.doleta.g~v/. 

5 For ~dditional information mj the prevailing wage for. "Construction Managers': in Middlesex County,. 
see the All Industries Database for 712010- 6/2011 at the Foreign Uibor Certification Data Center, Online 
Wage · ~ibrary on the. Int~rnet at htip://www.flcdatacenter.com/OesQuickResults.aspx?code= 11-
9021 &area=20764&year=ll &source= I (last visited Jan. 16, 2013). 

. . ' 
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entry into the particular position; and a degree requiremert' in a specific specialty is common ~o 
the industry in parallel pqsitions among · similar organizatiqns or a particular position is so 
complex or unique tha:t it can be performed only by an indi{riduai with a degree in a specific 
specialty. Factors considered by the AAO when determining th~se criteria incluc:le: whether the 
Handbook,6 on which the AAO routinely relies for the eduqational requirements of particular 
occupations, repo,rts the ind';lstry requires a degree in a specifi~ speci~lty; whether the industry ' s · 
professional associatio!l has made a degree in a specific speci~lty a minimum entry requirement; 
and whether letters or affidavits from firms or individuals in .the industry attest that such firins 
"routinely employ and. recruit only degreed individuals." See Shanti, Inc. v. Reno, 36 F. Supp .. · 
2d 1151; 1165 (D. Minn. 1999) (quoting Hird/Blaker Cdrp.v. S(lva, 712 F. Supp. 1095, 1102 
(S.D.N.Y. 1989)). 

- ... . . 
The AAO will now look at the Handbook, an authoritative source on the duties and educational ' 
Tequirements of the wide. variety of occupations that it addresses. As an initial matter, the AAO 
finds that the duties of the proffered position most closely relate to the Handbook's description of 
"Construction Managers." With regard to "Construction Managers," the Handbook states: 

.. What. Construction Managers Do 

Construction ·managers plan, coordinate, budget, and supervise construction 
projects from ~arly development to completion. 

Duties 

. . . 

Construction managers typically do the following: 

· • Prepare and negotiate cost estimates, budgets, and wwk timetables 
• Select appropriate construction methods and strategies 

· • Interpret apd explaiq contracts and technical information to workers and other 
professionals 

• R.ep.ort on work progress and budget matters to clients 
• . Collaborate with architects, engineers, and other construction and building 

specialists 
• Instruct and supervise construction personnel and activities onsite 
• . Respond to work delays and other problems and e~ergencies 
• Select, hire, and instruct laborers and subcontractors 
• Comply with legal ·requirements, building and safety codes, and other 

regulations . · 

Construction managers , often called gen~ral contractors or project managers, 
coordinate and supervise a wide variety of projects, including the building of all 
types of residential , commercial, and ind1:1strial structures, roads , bridges, 

6 The director's decision referred to the 2010-2011 edition ofthe Harylbo;k. The AA.O's references to the 
Handbook are to the 2012~2013 edition available online . . The Handbook, which. Is available in printed; 
form, may also be accessed on the Internet at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/. 
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powerplants, schools, and hospitals. They ·oversee specialized contractors and 
other personnel. Constnic,tion managers schedule and coordinate all design and 
cqnstruction processes to ensure a productive and safe work environment. They 
also make surejobs are completed on time. and on budget with the right amount of 
tools, equipment, and materials .. Many' managers ,also are responsible for 
obtaining necessary permits and licenses. They are often responsible for multiple 
projects at a tim~. 

Construction managers work closely with other bui.Jding spedalists, · such as 
architects, engineers, and a variety of trade workers, such as stonemasons, 
electricians, and carpenters. Projects· may require spe~ialists in everything from 
structural metal~prking and painting, to landscaping,. building roads, installing 
carpets, and excavating· sites. Depending on the project, construction managers · 
also may interact with lawyers and local government ofificials. For example, when 

. working on city-owned property or municipal buildings, managers sometimes 
confer with city council members to ensure that all regulations are met. 

For projects :too large · to be managed by one person, such as office buildings and 
industrial complexes; a construction mmiager would orily be in charge of one part 
of the project. Each construction manager would over$ee a specific construction 
phase and choose subco.ntractors to complete it. Constl)lction managers may need 
to collabora~e and .. coordinate with other construction managers who are 
reSponsible for different aspects of the project. . 

To maximize efficiency and productivity, construc,tion .· managers often use 
specialized cost-estimating and planning software to effectively budget the time 
and money requireq tO> complete specific projects. Many managers ·also use 
software to determine the beSt way to get materials to the building site. For more 
information, see the profile on cost estimators. 

U.S. Dep't of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 ed.,· 
. "Construction Managers," http://www .bls.gov/ooh/management/construction-managers.htm#tab-' 
2 (last visited Jan. 16, 2013). · · 

While the Handbook reports that "employ~rs increasingly prefer candidates with both work 
experience and a bachelor's .pegree in a conStruction-related field," it does not state that sucl1 a 
degree is · a. · ·.·. mm1mum entry requirement. . See , . id. at 
.http://www.bls.gov/ooh/manageJI1ent/construction-managers.htm#tab-4 {last visited Jan. us,: 
2013). This is evident ·lri the Handbook's disCussion in the "How to Become a Construction, 

. Manager" ·sectiop of its chapter on "Construction Managers," which d,oes not specify a standard: 
minimum requitement of .a bac;helor's degree in a specific . specialty or its equivalent for entry 
irito the occupation: . . •' . . 

How to Become a Construction Manager 
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Employers increasingly prefer candidates . with both work experience .and a bachelor's 
degree in a construction-·refated field. However, some construction managers may qualify 
wi~h a ·high school diploma and by working many years in a construction trade: 
·Certification, although not required, is becoming increasingly important. 

Education 

It is increasingly important for construction manager:s to have a bachelor's degree in 
construction sci~nce, construction management, architecture or engineering. As. 
construction processes become increasingly complex, employers are placing more 
importance on specia~ized education. · 

More than 100 colleges and universities offer bachelor'_s degree programs in construction 
science, building science, or construction engineering. These programs include courses in 
project control arid management, design, construction methods and materials, cosf 
estimation, building codes and standards, and contract administration. Courses u1 
mathematics and statistics are also relevant. 

An associate's degree combined with work experience rriay be enough for sorne 
positions .. A number of 2-year colleges ·offer construction management or construction 
technology programs. 

In addition, those with a high school diploma and years of relevant work experience will 
be able to work .as construction managers, though they will do so primarily as self
employed general contractors. 

. . 

ld. It cannot be found, ,therefore, that the "Construction Ma~agers" chapter in the 2012-2013 
edition of the Handbook indicates that construction manager, positions, as a whole, require at 
least a bachelor's degree level- of knowledge in a construction-velated field. !d. 

As the Handbook indicates th~t -·the proffered position doe~ not belong to an occupational 
classification for which the-re is . a standard requireme.nt of at least a bachelor's degree in a 
specific specialty, or its equivalent, and as the duties of the prof(ered position as described in the 
record of proceeding do not, indicate that the particular position proffered in this petition is one 
for which a baccalaureate orhigher degree or its equivalent in~ specific specialty is normally the 
minimum requirement for entry, the petitioner failed to satisfy the first criterion of 8 C.F.R. §: 
214.2(h)( ~)(iii)( A). . . 

Next, the AAO finds that the peti~ion~r has not satisfied the first of the two alternative prongs of 
8 C.F.R. § 214;2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). This prong alternatively req~ires a petitioner to establish that a 
requirement of a bachelor's or higher degree, in a specific specia:lty, is common to the petitioner's 
industry in positions that a~e both: (1) parallel to the proffered position; and (2) located m 
organizations that are similar to the petitim;er. 

As st;:tted earlier, in determining whether there is such a common degree requii'ement, factors) 
often considered by USCIS inc.lude: whether the Handbook r~ports that the industry requires a 
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degree; whether the ·industry's pr~fessional · · association has made a degree a minimum entry 
requirement; and whether letters or affidavits from firms or individuals in the industry attest thaf 
such firms "routinely employ and recruit only deg.reed individl:lals." See Shanti, Inc. v. Reno, 36 
F. Supp. 2d at 1165 (quoting i-lird/Blaker Corp. v. Sava, 712 F: Supp. at 1102). · 

. ' ~ ' 

Here, arid as already discussed, the petitioner has not establish~d that its proffered position is one 
. for which the Handbook reports an industry-wide requirement ;of at l~ast a bachelor's degree in a 

specific specialty .or its equivalent. Also, there · are no submissions from professional 
associations , individuals, or Similar firms in the petitioner's. Industry attesting that . individuals 
employed in positions. parallel to the proffered position arerouhn~ly required to have a minimum: 
of a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent for entry into those positions., 
Furthermore, .for the reasons discussed qelow, the petitioner's reliance upon the job vacancy 
advertiseme~ts it submitted is misplaced. · . 

,In support of its assertion that the degree requirement is cominon to the petitioner's industry in· 
parallel positions among similar organizations, the petitioner submitted copies of three 
advertisements.7 The advertisements . provided, however, e~tablish at best that a bachelor's 
degree is generally required for mos~ of the positions postep, but a bachelor's degree or the 
equivalent in a specific specialty is not. In addition, even if aH of the job postings indi~ated that 
a bachelor's or higher degree in ·a specific specialty or its equivalent were required, the petitioner 
fails t'o e~tablish that the submitted advertisements are relevant as the record does not indicate 
that the pbsted'job annouricemep.ts are for p~rallel positions i~ similar organizations in the same 
industry, · 

·Specifically, the first advertisement, which. is for .a principal project manager positiOn with 
states only that it prefers a "B.S. in .Civil 'Engir).eering." The advertisement also 

states that prefers a "[ v ]alid professional Engineering License in NY /NJ, II · and a 
11 [m]iniml1m of 15 to 20 years of related work experience inclfiding recent New Jersey Turnpike. 
Authority and New Jersey Department of Transportation highway/bri<;lge design projects. II Thus,. 
the advert:ised position does ·not· require a minimum of a bache.lor' s degree in a specific specialty 
or its equivalent. Also,. the :record lacks suffi~ie~t evidence tb establish the petitioner as being 
s~milar to:· the advertising company in terms of its size and the type and level of services provided 
such that they could be found to be similar organizations. . . 

· .The.second advertisement, which is for a Senior Construction Manager position with 
states that it prefers a "4-year degree in civil engineering, or construction-related field (or, 
equivalent construction~rela~ed work experience), as well as 20 plus years of experience in field 
construction· is required." Thus, again, the advertised poSition does not require a minimum of a· 
b;1chelor' s degree in a speCific specialty or its equivalent. . :Also; the record lacks sufficient. 
evidence to establish th~ petitioner as heing similar to the ad.vertising company in terms of its 
size and the type .·a~d.l~vel of services provided such that t?ey could be found to be similm; 

r . 

7 As no.ted aboye, the petitioner submitted: one advertisement in response to the director's RFE and two 
advertisements with its appeal. The AAO's discussion of the advertisements is in the order in which the· 
advettiseme'nts were submitted. 
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organizations. In · addition, the advertised position is for a senior-level construction manager 
position whereas th~ proffered position is an entry level positl,on for an employee who h~s only 
basic . understanding of the occupation, as indicated by th'e petitioner's designation of the 
proffered position as a Level Lposition on the LCA submitt~d in support of the petition. See 
U.S . Dep't of Labor, Emp't & Training Admin., Prevaiting Wage Determination Policy 
Guidance, Nonagric. Immignition Programs (rev. Nov. ;2009), available at 
http://www .foreignlaborcert.doleta.gov/pdf/NPWHC~ Guidance_Revised_l1_2009. pdf. ~s 
such, therecord lacks. sufficient evidence demonstrating that the advertised position is a parallel 
position. 

The third advertisement is for a construction management position with at the: 
Port of paulsboro. The position requires,· inter alia, "15 years of marine construction 
management experience" and an "undergraduate degree _from an accredited 4-year university and: 
at least ten (1 0) years of related experience." The record, ho~ever, lacks sufficient evidence to: 
establish the petitioner as being similar to the advertising company in terms of its size and tl1e 
type and level of services provided such that they could be found to be similar organizations. 
Furthe'rmore, as the proffered position is not a marine construction management position, it: 
cannot be found to . be a paraileJ position. 

As a result, the pet~t10ner has not established that similar . companies in the same industry 
routinely .require at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent for parallel' 
positions.8 

: . I 

· For the reasons · discussed above, the .Petitioner has not satisfied the first alternative prong .of 8 
C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). . 

The petitioner also has not satisfied the second alternative prong of 8 C.F.R. §· 
214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2), which provides that "an employer may show that its particular position is 
so complex or unique that it can be performed only by an indi~idual with a degree.·" The record 
does not demonstrate any complexity or unique nature of the proffered position that distinguishes 

8 Although the size .of the relevant study population is unkilown, the petitioner fails to demonstrate what 
statistically valid inferences, if arly, ·can be drawn from just thre:e job advertisements with regard to' 
determining the common educational requirements for entry into p~raiJel positions in similar companies.~ 
See generally Earl Babbie, The Practice of Social Research 186-22.8 (1995). Moreover, given that there: 
is no indication that the advertisements were randomly selected, the; validity of any such inferences could; 
not be accurately determined :even if the sampling unit were sufficiently large. See id. at 195-196 
(explaining .that "[r]andom selection is the key to [the] process [of probability sampling]" and thai 
"rando~ selection offers . access to' the body of probability theory, which provides the basis for estimates 
of population P.arameters and estimates ofern)r"). . . . 

As such, even if thejob announcements supported the finding that tlle position of construction manager in . 
a 14- or 15-employee road construption firm required a bachelor's or higher degre~ in a specifjc specialty, 
or its equivalent, it cannot be; found that such a limited number 9f postings that appear to have been: 
consciously selecteo could credibly refute the findings of the Handb(JOk published by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics that such a position does not require at least ·a baccalaureate degree in a specific specialty for 
entry into the occupation in the United States. · 
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. it from si~ilar but non~specialty degreed or even . non-degreed employment under the second 
prong of the criterion. A review of the record indicates that tbe petitioner has failed to credibly' 
demonstrate what duties the beneficiary will be responsible for or perform on a day-to-'day basis. 
Nevertheless, even assuming the beneficiary will perform the Q.uties as described; these duties do 
not entail. such complexjty or uniqueness as to constitute a position so complex or unique that it:. 
cari be performed only by a person with at least a bachelor's d,egree in a specific specialty or its 
equivalen:t, ·especially as C()mpared to other construction manager positions for which the· 
Handbook indicates no such minimum entry requirement for this occupational category .. '. 

Further, the petitioner has not identified any specific duties that elevate the position to one that 
would requir{! the education: obtained through. or equivalent to; a four-year university program in 
a specific discipline.· Thus, . the petitioner has not established that a baccalaureate or highei-' 
degree or ·its equivalent is common to the industry in parallel positions among simi Ia[, 
organizations or, in the alternative, that the proffered position 1s so complex or unique that it can 
be performed only by an individual with a degree in a specific discipline. The petitioner has . 
therefore failed to estabUsh the . ·alternative prongs of the critei-ion at 8 C.F.R. §. . . 

214.2(h)( 4 )(iii)(A)(2). 

Next, the · record of proceeding does not establish a .prior history of recruiting and hiring for the 
proffered! position only persons with at least a bachelor's degr:ee, or the equivalent, in a specific, 
specialty., While the petitioner submitted a diploma alleged to .~be awarded to an employee of the; 
petitioner; there is no evidence in the record ~stablishing that was 
working *s a construCtion manager or performing the duties of:the proffered position. Moreover, 
the diploma awarding a Bachelor of Arts degree to does not denote a specific 
specialty. In any event, previously hiring only one employee with a bachelor's degree in the 
required specific specialty does not establish a pattern that the petitioner normally requires, as 
opposed to prefers, someo~e with at least a bachelor's degree in · the specific specialty or its 
equivalent for the proffered position. Therefore; the petitioner:has not satisfied the third criterion 
of 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A).9 

. 

Finally, the petitione1; has not satisfied the fourth criterion of 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A), 
which is , reserved for positions with specific duties so specialized and complex that their 
performance requires knowledge that is usually associated with the attainment of a baccalaureate 
or higher degree in a specific . specialty or its equivalent. Again; relative specialization and 

9 While a petitioner may believe or ~therwise assert that a proffered position requires a degree, that· 
opinion alone without corroborating evidence cannot establish the position as a specialty occupation. 
Were USCIS limited solely to reviewing a petitioner's Claimed self-imposed requirements, then any 
individual with a bachelor's degree could be brought to the United& States to perform any occupation as . 

. long as the employer artificiaily created a token degree requirement; whereby all individuals employed in: 
a particular position possessed a baccalaureate or higher degree in tfje specific specialty or its equivalent. · 
See Defen§or v. Meissner, 201 F.3d at 387. In other words, if a petitioner's degree requirdment is only 
symbolic and the prOffered position does not in fact require such a specialty degree or its equivalent to 

. l ' ' 

perform its duties, the occupation would not meet the ~tatutory or regulatory definition of a specialty' 
occupation. See § 2J4(i)(l) of the Act; 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(:4)(ii) (defining the . term "specialty 
occupation"). 

l 
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complexity haye not been developed by the petitioner (!S an;-aspect of the proffered position. 
Even if relative specialization and complexity had 'been developed, the proposed duties have .not

1 

been described with sufficient specificity to show that they are more specialized and complex 
than construction manager positions that are not usually ass,ociated ·with at least a bachelor's: 
degree in a specific specialty. 10 

. i · ' . ·· · . . 

The AAO will now discuss opinion that the proffered position "would be 
considered a specialty occupation requiring the complex and specialized knowledge of a U.S .. 
Bachelor's degree· in Construction Management, Civil. Engin~er [sic], Construction Science, or 
closely related field." The AAO finds no probative value in the opinion rendered by . 

·The opinion is not based ·upon sufficient information abo,ut the construction management 
po~ition proposed here. USCIS may, in·· its discretion, use: as advisory opinions statements 
submitted· as .expert. testimony. However, where an opinjon ·is not in accord with other: 
information or is in (!n'y way questionable, USCIS is not re4uired to accept or rriay give less 
weighttothatevidence. MaiterofCaronlnternational, 19I&NDec. 79l.(Comm'r 1988). 

Specifically, the con~ent of . letter does not dem,onstrate that his opinion is based 
upon sufficient infom1ation about the particular position at iss tie. First, there is no indication that 

·a professor of Information Systems and Management, has any experience . as a 
construction manag~r. or any experience in the const~uction i4dustry. Second, the letter reveals · 
that his knowledge 'of the position is limited to the duties. provided to him by the petitioner. ·· 
Third, does not .relate any personal observations 6f the petitioner's operations or of 
the work that the beneficiary .would perform, nor does he state that that he has reviewed any· 
projects or work pro.ducts relat((d to the proffered position. :Fourth, opinion does 
not relate his conclusions to specific, concrete aspects of this petitioner's business operations to 
demonstrate a sound factual basis for his conclusions about the educational requirements for the 
particular positionhef~. a~ issue. · ; . · · · 

The petitioner has failed to establish that it has satisfied any of the criteria at 8 C.F.R. §. 
214.2(h)( 4)(iii)(A) and, therefore, it . capnot be found that the proffered position qualifies as a 

· specialty occupation . . The appeal will be dismissed and the petition depied for this reason. 

The AAO does not need to examine the issue of the benefic,iary' s qualifications, because the 
petitioner has not provided sufficient documentation to de_monStrate that the position is .a 

10 As noted above; the petitioner. has designated the proffered . p0sition as a Level I position on the 
. submitted LCA, indicating that it is an entry-level position for: an employee who has only basic 
understanding of the occupation. ()ee U.S. Dep't of Labor, Emp't & Training Admin:, Prevailing Wage 
Determination Policy Guidance, Nomigric. Immigration Progniins (reV. Nov:· 2009), available at 
http://www.foreignlaborcert. doleta :gov/pdf/NPWHC_Guidance_~e"'ised_ll_2009.pdf. Therefore, it · is 
simply not credible that the pos.ition is .one with specialized and cqmplex duties, as such a higher-level 
position would be classified as .a Level IV position, requiring a significantly higher prevailing wage. It is: 
incumbent upon the petitione1' to resolve any inconsistencies in (he record by independent objective 
evidence. Any attempt to explain ·or reconcile such inconsistencies! will not suffice unless the petitioner 
submits competent objective evidence pointing to where the truth li,es. Matter of Ho, .19 l&N Dec .. 582, 
591-92 (BIA 1988). . . . , . ' 
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specialty .qccupation. In, other words, the beneficiaris 'credent,iakto perform a particular job ai·e; 
· . relevant only when the job ,is found to be a specialty occupation. As discussed in .this decision, 

the petitioner did not submit sufficient evidence regarding t~e proffered position to determine 
that it is a specialty occupatiqn and, therefore, the issue of wh~ther it will require a baccalaureate 
or higher degree, or its equivalent, in a specific specialty als.ci ~c:annotbe determined. Therefore, 
the AAO need not and will not address the beneficiary's qualifications except to note tha't, in any 
event, the combined. ~valuations by . and of the beneficiary's 
education and wqrk experience submitted by the petitioner ar.e insufficient to establish that the 
beneficiary possesses .the equivalent of a U.S. bache:lor's degree in any specific specialty. 

Specifically, as the claimed equivalency was based in part on experience, there is no evidence 
that the evaluators have authority to grant college~level credit for training and/or experience in' · 
the specialty at an ~ccredited college or university which has a program for granting such credit 
bas~q on an individual's. training and/or work experience ~pd that the beneficiary also has· 
recognition of expertise in _the specialty through progressively responsible positions directly 
related to the specialty. See 8 c :F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(C)(4) and (D)(J) . . 
. . . . - . 

Furthermore, while the evaluations by l, . • , and all state. 
that the education equivalency was based in part on experience, none of the evaluations discuss: 
the beneficiary's specifi<;:: experience gained in the construction management field and that she 
has recognition of expertise 'in the specialty through piogressiy~ly responsible positions directly 
related to the specialty. The AAO notes t,hat neither the ~eneficiary's "workbook" nor the three 
experience .letters discuss ahy of the beneficiary's duties related to construction management. 
Furthermore, the AAO noi'es that the letters by an alleged "co-worker" of 

' the beneficiary from 2003 to 2007, do not state where they worked together. Moreover, the 
signatures on the two letters are so . differe~t in appearance that they appear to have been penned 
by two differen~ people .' · · 

The AAO may, in its discretion, use as advisory opinion statements submitted as expert testimony. 
• Wh.ere an opinion is not in accord with other information or is in any way. questionable, USCIS 

is not required to acc.ept or may give · less weight to tliat evidence. Matter of Caron 
/nternatiqnal, 19 I&N Dec. 791. As a reasonable exercise of its di~cretion the AAO discounts 
the opinions by as not probative with respect to 
the beneficiary's qualifications. As such, since evidence w·as not presented that the beneficiary 
has at least a U.S. bachelor's degree ip any specific specialty, <kits equivalent, the petition could: 
not be approved even if eligibility for the benefit sought had been otherwise established. · 

Finally, beyond the .decision of the director, the petition must also be denied due to the failure of 
the petitioner to offer ·a wage equal to or greater than thqt required by law. Section 212(n)(1)(A) 

·of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1182(n)(l)(A), states in pertil)ent part that the petitioner must offer wages: 
·that are at least the actual wage paid by the employer .to all other individuals with similar 

· experience and qualifica~ions for the specific employment in question or the prevailing wage fm~ 

the occupational classification in the area of employment, whichever is greater. As noted above; 
a search of the LCA (Case Number 1~200-10187~ 14~681) in the DOL, Employment and Training 
Administration's iCert Portal System indicates the LCA was submitted to DOL on July 6, 2010; 
and it was certifiedonJuly 12, 2010. T.he petitioner signed the LCA. on July 16, 2010. The 
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petitioner attested on the .LCA that it would pay the benefic;iary $35.00 per hour; however, a 
search of the Online Wage Library indicates that the prevailing wage was $38.82 per hour, for a 
Level I position, at the time the LCA was filed in this matter. 

Under the H-lB program, a petitioner must offer a beneficiary wages that are at least the actual . 
wage level paid by the petitioner to all other individuals with similar experience and 
qualifications for the specific employment in question, or the prevailing wage level for the 
occupatiqnal classification in the area of employment, whichever is greater, based on the best 
information available as ofthe time of filing the LCA. See section 212(n)(l)(A) of the Act,: 
8 U.S.C. § 1182(n)(l)(A). As the petitioner has failed to offer a wage that is equal to or greater 
than the prevailing wage, the petition must be denied for this additional reason. 

The petition will be denied and the appeal dismissed for the above stated reasons, with each 
considered as an independent and alternative basis for the deci~ion. In visa petition proceedings, 
the burden of proving eligibility for the benefit sought rerl}ains entirely with the petitioner. 

. Section 291 of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1361, Here, that burden has not been met. 

ORDER: · The appeal is dismissed. The petition is denied. 

. ·~· 


